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Kappa Delta Pi Announces
Three Pledges Of Capter
THOMAS, ALLGOOD AND KNIGHTj College StuddltS
ATTAIN CREDENTIALS FOR
MEMBERSHIP
Add Color To
Pledge Service Wednesday

Armistice Day
Parade Monday

Stratfords To
Present "You
Never Can Tell"
DRAMATIC CLUB TO GIVE
SHAW'S PLAY ON
NOVEMBER 23
"You • Never Can Tell," a
sparkling four act comedy by
Bernard Shaw, will be presented by the | Stratford Dramatic

£11 JIMmMHJittMII..HIt.«lH
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NUMBER 8

{Jones Is Chosen President
Of Freshman Class
Entertainment
Course Offers
Another Good
Movie As Part

NEW GIRLS ELECT PILOTS
AT MEETING OF CLASS
. ON WEDNESDAY ,
Freshmen Begin Year's Work

The Freshmen, as a class, accomf\e p
j Pushed their first big step as memUl rrOgraniibers of the student body of the College, Wednesday evening, when they
"PRINCE OF HEAD WAITERS" met in Walter Reed Hall and chose
their class officers. The election endSTARRING LEWIS STONE
ed a group of meetings that the
IS GOOD PICTURE
Freshmen have had in preparation
for the choice of their class pilots.
The Entertainment Course brought Mary Brown Allgood, president of the
another good picture on the campus Junior Class, has been acting presiFriday night. "The Prince of Head dent of the Freshmen also, and has
Waiters," starring Lewis Stone, Ann done a great deal toward giving the
Ronrk, and Robert Agnew.
Freshmen a good start for the year.
The story was of a father's unselPrevious to the meeting Wednesfish devotion to his son Elliott. El-1
i day, a nominating committe had met
liott's mother, the daughter of a
and put up various members of the
wealthy American married Pierre
; class Tfor the different offices. How(Lewis Stone) a Frenchman while she
.avai; a number of other nominations
was studying in France. Her father
were made from the floor and these,
has the marriage annulled and takes
along with the other nominations by
her back to America, where she dies ,..
. ,
,
„„. ....
„„. ■ , .
the committee, were voted upon,
when Elliott is born. Elliott is given ...
,.
.
.,
„ ,
..... .
, ,
. .After a discussion the Freshmen
t.
his grandfather's name and kept igchose the following officers: Sally
norant of his father's existance. MeanBishop Jones, of Cape Charles, Virwhile Pierre comes to America and by
ginia, president; Frances Rolston of
hard Work is made the head waiter at
Mt. Clinton, Virginia, vice-president;
: the hotel—Ritz in New York. Elliott
Margaret Beck, of Winchester, Vir| is envolved in a case of black mail and ginia, secretary; Julia Duke of Harj Pierre finding out who he is, outwits risonburg, treasurer; Mary Farinthe crooks and saves his son. Elliott holt, of Petersburg, Virginia, busi! goes back to his old sweetheart and
ness manager and Anna Mendel, of
they both thank Pierre. Pierre does Arlington, Virginia,
sergeant-at| not let them know he is Elliott's arms.
: father because of his position and so
These girls have all been outstandthe story ends very happily for the ing in their class so far and promise
boy and girl and very sadly for the
to prove excellent leaders. They have
gallant Pierre. He is indeed a held various high school officers and
"Prince" of a head waiter.
are well recommended.
Singing and cheering featured the
GEOGRAPHY SPECIAL- meeting and practically all the songs
the school were sung, at some time
IST GIVES LECTURE of
during the meeting, especially while
IN CHAPEL the votes were being counted.
This Freshman meeting was attendMISS
HELEN
FORBES
by
a good deal of enthusiasm and inKAPPA DELTA PI HAS
ter s work
SHOWS VARIOUS WAYS
'
The Reverend Mr. C. M. Coffelt,
terest was quite high throughout the
FINE Y. W. PROGRAM
OF HUMANIZING
pastor of the Harrisonburg Lutheran
entire meeting. Several members of
SUBJECT
DR. AND MRS. WRIGHT Church, gave an interesting talk in
the Junior Class assisted the Junior
LIGHT READING FURNISHES
chape! Wedner da
president in carrying on the meeting.
TALK
AND
SING
AT
Y.W.i
'
'
y'
November
7,
on
A GOOD TOPIC FOR
On Monday, November 12, chapel Among them were Evelyn Timberlake,
j the- words of the Bible verse, "First
EXCELLENT TALKS
program consisted of a lecture on Helen Lineweaver, Rose Hogge, Phyl! The Y. W. C. A. was most fortunate the blade- then the ear- then the.ful1
geography
by Miss Helen Forbes, a lis Palmer, Mina Thomas, Emma Eli i o _J
:_ v„„:„o. n« ~„A un coin in the ear." There is a univerThe Y. W. is deeply indebted to last Sunday in having Dr. and Mis.,
..
specialist in that science from New more, El'zabeth Dixon and Marianna
Kappa Delta Pi for their splendid Wright on the program. Ann Bui- Jesus was well versed in all"sciene-: York.
! Duke/
program given in Walter Reed Hall, loci: led the services and introduced es, and if one understands them in the i This subject, geography, ties up the
Thursday evening.
the Rev. and Mrs. Wright.
Mrs.
v beautiful select- way he explains them they are sim-1 lives of men, and child training should ! RED CROSS DRIVE
Discussion of Some of the Most Vlight rang a very beautiful a^ct
universal I try to instill friendly feeling toward
cTA RTC; WTTTT rHApT?T
im 1HW Ui
,B
Pnr.nlpr
Untwines" was
was the
the inteiest
interest- on. She was accompanied
by Jean l"e- ^.^
*.'"»"'
~-'™*" n,, peoples.
,
. a teacher
, .
, not. say
31 Ail 13 Wllrt
L.nAr£iLi
Populai Magazines
»
,
As
do
m>nr
B AM
and
sdentists
h it but a
ing talk given by Lucy G.ll.am. Her Eley.
D..W ght d« <*"»»£ j ft continues to hold its ]ace as it has - the things that other nation's methods \
PROGRAM
definition of "light Reading" was, "It sage to Armistice Day.
His theme
^rn„„h tul nffP«
—' is
' not true j
The of B¥tag are strange. This
ead. enjoy and for- wa, peace with every country. Our done down through the ages.
is something we r._
MAYOR MORRISON SPEAKS
Bible ir. too complex for man to under- i 'or they do the logical, natural things
get." Athough it broadens our out- faith in God and desire for peace will
TO AUDIENCE ABOUT RED
stand, but regarded in the correct I which their life demands.
Nature
look on life, there is one caution, we! bring it to' us was the thought
CROSS IMPORTANCE
way it is simple enough for a child to j brings a force into play which insists
should never Ute all our leisure in it j throughout Dr. Wright's brief mesapprehend. One may read advertise-1 that nations act differently and it is |
but should read some magazines of a sage.
marts which guarantee to grow inches the teacher's greatest job to build up J A well planned program was given
more technical type, thus becoming
upon people, but no one can never j in young America's minds this in chapel Friday, November 9. Mina
familiar with them all.
We should T,()CAL 4H CLUB
,ind one which guarantees to make thought. There are several big prob- Thomas, a member of the Junior
portion our leisure time equally.
| /-.TpT o WARTflNP FOR
one grow in religion.
| lems to be faced. First, there is the ' class, spoke upon the Red Gross. One
••W, must read things more or less;
A mustard seed, though one of the'one of humanizing geography. Geo- should help to do his bit for worthy
MISS CLAYTON tiniest seeds in existance, grows and graphy must be" built around people causes. How can this be done on a
bad to appreciate those that are good" j
was Kathryn Pace's logic, expressed
spreads its branches in the sun. Take so as to make them more understand- college campus?
Subscribe to the
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THIS
In hel talk on—"Have we not the
:oday the story of the tobacco seed. able. Try to make it the study of the Red Cross—put shoulders behind the
WORK ARE HELPING
ri?ht to read what we wish to read,
One half of a spoonful will abound- j home of man. The history of man's work to be done for humanity. Join
SICK AGENT
during leisure time."
For, persons
antly sow four acres of land. Thus' life has geography as its background, the Red Cross and feel the thrill of
with the right character should never |
so one must correlate history with having had a part in the ideal-serit is in all life.
be influenced by bad books or stories.
Misr. Mary Fred Clayton, a former
People have stoppages in mental geography. We can not escape from vice.
We should never read all about one student of this College, and now
The early settlers of Virginia
Harriet. Pearson then sang "The
growth as well as in physical growth, it.
topic to the exclusion of all others.
County Demonstrator has been ill and
were
influenced
by
it
when
they
clearRose
of No Man's Land" which touchand they must be stimulated. The
"Man's education is judged by what unable to do her work. Each day a needsTand cTavings of the soul are j ed land and built homes on the costal ed a hidden chord in each listener's
he rfifida," was the timely quotation member of the 4H Club 6f the College just a sreal as those of the body. Man j region.
Why did they not go far- heart.
used by Ann Proctor in her discussion takes care of her schedule. A mem- is incurable as far as religion is con- ther inland? The geography of VirMr. John W. Morrison, mayor of
on whether we should read a few or a ber i3 chosen from the club to go to cerned.
He has to worship some-iginia prevented them. They had to Harrisonburg also rendered a short
variety of magazines.
To have a different towns and give demonstra- thing. His spiritual cravings must be i live near the coast in order to obtain talk. Mayor Morrison gave several
broad outlook of life, we must see all tions. The girls not only give demon- satisfied. A man's spiritual growth: needed supplies from England. They essential rules which would aid in
sides,
ttrntionr. but they conduct club meet- depends entirely upon his efforts to J could not go up the rivers because of making a Red Cross drive successful,
The scripture was read by Frances ings as Miss Clayton had them plan- gain the necessary food upon which rapids and waterfalls. Had they The first of these rules was promptBa*«, who was in charge of the pro- ned. A great deal of credit is due'
~Continvtd to Page 6, Column's) ' (Continued to Page x', Column 5.)
{Conlii:"cd to Pitye 5, Column S.)
pa .
these girls who do this,work.
Alpha Chi Chapter, of Kappa Delta Pi. which is the Harrisonburg
ENTIRE STUDENT BODY
chapter, has announced the following',
PARTICIPATE IN FINE
Cub in Walter Reed Hall, on
girls as candidates for membership i
CELEBRATION
Friday, November the twentyin the fraternity: Mina Thomas, of J
third,
at eight o'clock.
Richmond, Virginia, Elizabeth Knight;
' ^
..„,,,
of New Jersev and Mary Brown' The "flag idea" formed by the H. T.,
The romance of a dentist, "a
Allgood, of Petersburg. The names C' students in the Armistice Day parfive-shilling dentist" is charmingly pictured in this light, gay
Of these candidates were made ade was most effective and aPProPr>" •
ate
play, with, however, all the com" Tne idea came as a su8?estlon!
public at chapel exercises on Wednesfrom
the Art Club. The suggestion
plications that can be imagined
day morning, when Frances Bass,
given to Mrs. Varner by H. W.
in the statement "you never can
vice-president of the chapter, acting v
tell!" The efforts, most franin the absence of the president, Fran- Adams, president of the Art Club. The
members of the club selected and
tically made, by this dentist to
ces Hughes, announced them.
The
persuade a most haughty maiKappa Delta Pi is an international bou?ht mateml f°r *e cap^ ,_
den to believe that he loves her
honorary fraternity in education and caPs were cut out.b? the art dub ^,s
but each girl made her own cap. The
most earnestly, and his efforts,
stands for the highest ideals of sercaps were made on the style of the
more frantically made, to pervice, leadership and character, as well
., ,. ,
, , , ,■
beret that is being worn so much this
suade this maiden to believe that
as the highest type of scholarship, ofe
'
*
_. «
... ,
, ™ ,
,
. season on the campus. The beautiful
she loves him, furnish an attraccourse. To become a member of _
...
. .
..
...
effect of the girls marching added a
tive plot, with the appropriate
Alpha Chi chapter a student's grades
........ , ,,
.•■ . iU great deal to the parade.
encouragements
and discouragemust be m the upper quartile of the
^
_, 3 ^ --_
The work of
the members of the
ments.
All
the
frantic efforts
student body during her entire resiArt Club helped to make the H. T. C.
involve
several
people
into what
dence on the campus, she must have
representation a success and the "stuappears
to
be
a
serious
perplexJunior rating, at least, and she must
dent body thanks them most sincereity,
where
humor
and
pathos
be outstanding as a campus girl.
ly.
play
important
roles,
where
Kappa Delta Pi is a professional, as
comedy
and
tragedy
stalk
side
well as an honorary fraternity, and
by
side.
Through
the
climax
to
LEES
GIVE
NICE
candidates must show an indication
the
fitting
conclusion,
the
play
of sincere interest in educational
PROGRAM AT THEIR
is delightful, full of sly humor,
work, here at the college, as well as
OPEN MEETING thoroughly interesting, decidedan indication of the continuation of
ly gripping; and why not, if
such an interest after the completionj .
;
"You Never Can Tell?"
of their work.
Mina Thomas has' An °Pen meetin* of the Lee Llte"
been president of her Freshman and rary Society was ^ven Fridaf/uNf ;
Sophomore classes and is at present » in Walter Reed Hall. A delightful
the business manager of the Junior Pro*ram was *iven **■ new mem" LUTHERAN MINISTER
ciass. She has held other offices too berr> which consisted of a drama enGIVES FINE TALK
and her interest in campus activities titled "A Death in Fever Flat."
The Page, Lanier, and Alpha Litehas been quite evident. Mary Brown
ON BIBLE
rary Societies were invited and those
Allgood is now president of the .Tun,
. .
j
.i
who attended were ypleased with the
CHAPEL AUDIENCE HEARS
ior class and has done other extraprogram.
GOOD EXPLANATION OF
{Continued to Page 3, Column i.)
The Lee Literary Society has taken
BIBLICAL VERSE
up the modern drama for this quar-
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CARD OF THANKS

STANDARDS COMMITCAMPUS RED CROSS
TEE GIVES FASHION i DRIVE HELD HERE
SHOW;
THIS WEEK

We desire to express our appreciation for the many kindnesses shown
us by the faculty, students, and organizations of the College at the time
of the loss of our baby girl.
,Mr. and Mrs. John A. Sawhill
Mrs Carbaugh

REGULAR STUDENT BODY
MEETING MARKED BY
ATTRACTION

STUDENT BODY ANSWERS
ROLL CALL OF FINE
ORGANIZATION

The annual Red Cross drive held
The regular student body meeting
which was held in Reed Hall Tuesday j here at the College has been carried
evening was marked by an unusual on during this past week. A program
feature in the way of an attractive! in chapel on Monday started the
EDITORIAL BOARD
fashion show, sponsored by the stand-! movement and the drive continued
"What makes Harvard as good a ards committee of the student body. I through the week. Competition beEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KATHRYN T. PACE '29
Assistant Editor
Phyllis P. Palmer '30 subject as the mother-in-law?" asks The various types of appropriate I tween the various dormitories was a
Athletic Editor
Anne Proctor '30 Gilbert Seldcs in, the December Col- clothes were displayed by various j feature and a good deal of interest
Intercollegiate Editor
:
Katherrne Preston '29 lege Humor. "Why do Yale and members of the student body and var- j was created by this method. Mina
News Editor
Edna Phelps '29 Princeton rank ace high in a metrop- ious other quite inappropriate things j Thomas was chairman of the student
Campus Editor
Helene Duvall '31 olitan musical comedy, while Harvard were also shown. The right choice of j committee of the Callege and her comDepartment Editor
Ruth King '29 is the only sure-fire laugh in the apparel for certain occasions was the i mittee was composed of the following
Column Editor
Cass Sponseller '31 three-a-day? The Harvard man be- theme of the show and these clothes students: Eliza Bland Murphy, GroExchange Editor
Dorothy Frey '31 lieves that Harvard is the butt of were contrasted with the inappropri- veen Pittman, Emily Duke, Julia Duke,
Feature Editor
Frances Snyder '31 college jokes because Harvard is so ate ones, giving a good effect.
Frances Rolston, Nellie Cowan, Sallie
Organization Editor
'
Julia Reynolds '29 enormously and unquestionably the
Kent,
Frences Shelton, Dorothy ShepThdse taking part in the fashion
Literary Editor
K. N. C. Harris '29 greatest college in America.
The
pard, Elizabeth Bishop, Eleanor Mcshow were: Gertrude Drinker, chairBOARD OF MANAGERS
superiority is taken for granted. I
Cartney, Willie Kidwell Preston Starman of the standards committee, who
BUSINESS MANAGER
MARY G. WATT '31 do not mean that the Harvard man
ring and Irene Garrison.
Assistant Business Manager
Eve Bargelt thinks being at Harvard automatical- read the description of the types as
The student body contributed quite
Assistant Business Manager
Anna Lyons Sullivan ly makes a superior man of him; he the various models displayed the
clothes and Dorothy Townsend, Mary j a bit toward the Red Cross fund and
merely has the profound conviction of Watt, Julia Duke, Elizabeth Kamin-jthe drive, as usual, was a success.
TYPISTS
the superiority of the college itself.
Pattie
Fitzhugh
'32
Charlotte
Hagan
'31
Maude Forbes '29
sky, Evelyn Wolfe, Elizabeth Coons,!
'
It is the conviction and consciousness
Margaret
Bottom
'31
Betty
Barnhart
'32
Lois Hines '31
of Harvard's "superiority which even- Ruth King, Martha Williams, Maude; pRFTTV FASHION SHOW
Forbes, Irene Garrison, Doris Bane,
tually marks its undergraduates.
IS GIVEN AT NEW
Anne Ragan, Nan Henderson, MarThey flaunt their accents in the ears
garet Moon, Mildred Rhodes, Mar-i
VIRGINIA
of muckers; they have or assume an
garet Kelley, Margaret Shackleford, j
air. And to a great extent this conA SPORTING CREED
Gladys Hawkins, Frances Bass, Viv-'
^„„„„„„'.„»,..
nects with the circumstance that Har- ian MacDonald, Delphine Hurst, Wil-1 BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
vard to a surprising extent lacks sye Hamilton, Selma Madrin, ElizaWOMEN'S CLUB HERE
You're either a arinner or loser. In any game, sfnd" above all, in the
college spirit.
SPONSORS PROGRAM
Game of Life, you are winning or losing—there's no indecision in your scor- ■"Aside from a few peculiarities of beth Brinkley, "Toots" Brockett, Garnet Hamrick, Mildred Coffman, Pat-'
ing. The Higher Power'who is the Great Scorer is watching you fight to
nomenclature, like calling its campus
tie Fitzhugh, Mary Greene, Harriet j The Business and Professional
list you as victor or the defeated.
'the Yard," it seems to escape most of
Pearson, Margaret Beck and Louise j Women's Club, of Harrisonburg, sponThe point that's bringing your score or lack of score in this Game of the adolescent tricks; it despises the Coleman. Anna Mendel played the j sored a most attractive program at
Life scored by the Great Scorer is how you're playing—whether you have tattooed slicker; its general ambition piano.
__
'—
——khe New Virginia Theater, Wedneswhat is called a sporting creed—in all (simplicity of statement—if you're is not to look collegiate; there is a
day, when they gave a fashion show
playing fairly and squarely. Are you playing to win—or playing for the slight affection of shabbiness. It will
entitled "Fifteen Steps in the March
mere sake of playing, because it's be|ng done—or playing so that you may sound implausible—to some people it DR. WAYLAND'S POEMS of Fashion." As the title indicates,
live with your friends, the people making' up the world, live with them will sound terrible—but it must be ARE QUITE ATTRACTIVE
fifteen different stages in the evoluhonestly and fairly and strongly? That last plan of living is the basis of said, there is a large body of students
| tion of fashion were depicted.
The
at Harvard who simply do not give a
the sporting creed.
....
costumes used were most delightful
damn about the football team, win,
Whispers of the Hills is a delightThe sporting creed is the plain by which all great characters have shaped lose or draw. I recall how class lead- ful little book of poems, by Dr. John and the feature met with a great deal
their lives. They've understood how to meet pleasures and difficulties with ers and coaches worked to bring out W. Wayland head of the history and of success. The steps of fashion
the sameness of feeling, they've known how to smile with the world in victory a few handfuls of men to see the team wial sciences department, of the ranged from those of 1868 to those of
(
and defeat, they've learned fully how to take what comes to them—they've in practice and the hundreds of men College. This attractive group of the present, including costumes of the
periods 1873, 1878, 1883, 1888, 1893,
understood how to understand.
who did not even, go to the scoreboard j poems has just come off the press
1898, 1903, 1908, 1913, 1918, 1923 and
"For when the one Great Scorer
in the Union to find out what our;during the current year.
It was
the present. The last step was an
comes to write against your name
team was doing at Princeton or New j printed by the Hinkel Press Incorattractive wedding scene.
He writes not that you won or lost
porated, of New Market, Virginia and
Haven.
A moving picture, entitled, "Shadbut how you played the game."
"Harvard, it seems to me, has suc- is bound in green with black and cold
ows of the Night" was also given
That is the constitution of this sporting creed. It brings in payment of cumbed to the pressure of the pract- design and lettering.
It numbers
the strength you give in playing smilingly, squarely the knowledge of hap- ical. After all, it could not go on as one hundred and four pages and con- and the.program was quite pleasing.
piness, of safety, of divine reassurance.
^
r
A number of the College day stua college if it persisted in turning out tains seventy one poems.
dents,
as well as several former stuimpractical dreamers or happy men
The book is dividp.d into four main
dents
participated
in the fashion
who failed to make their million. The parts as follows: first, "When the
STOPPING TO THINK
show.
Among
these
were: Misses
majority of Harvard undergraduates Child Wondered." a group of nine
Sarah
Elizabeth
Thompson,
and Janet
do not come to college with any fixed poe?ns all suited to childhood, but
In the rush and crush of modern life with all its incidentals and maybe
.--_...,
..no
u-apicted
1868;
Bertha
Mcintensions on culture; fifty-eight per which arc equally as delightful to the
inconsequentials, it is not very often that a persc>n,stops to think—just mereJollum—18.3;
Frances
Houck—1878;
cent are satisfied if they get passing grown dps; second, "When the Youth
ly stops to think. True enough he may pause to consider whether to study
marks. The Harvard degree still has Listened." fourteen prettv litfe "poems Frances Cabell—1888; Kathryn RoFrench now or tomorrow—whether to call up for a date for Friday or Sata
certain social standing, and it is of youth and its delights.
These wan—1893; Anna Lyons Sullivan—
urday—whether to bid three diamonds or by—but do many of us ever stop i
| often said the friends you make in oer.is are also' suitable for anv read- 1898; "Earnestine Lambert —1903;
just to think?
Julia
Duke—1908; Miss Jessie Ralcollege help you in after life—the er, but appeal particularly to youth.
These motives "When the Man Heard." is a group ston, secretary to the Dean— a model
Just to think of our lives in connection with the great scheme of the i money touch again.
universe—just to wdn,der ani I making any headway towards_filling my niche have their effect on the tone of the of nineteen poems, written especially for 1913; and Mrs. Gladys Diggsfor the mature, but pleasing to all. 1913: Irene Garrison and Elva Kirkin the crazy quilt—just to imagine.what should be done with the prohibition place..
question—just to plan how you, if you were at the helm, would seek to re"Harvard did not cast its graduates "When the Idler Dreamed," is a col- j Patrick—1918; Miss Margaret Mii.u,
of
volutionize the church, the school, the community, the nation, the world or into a mold; it left them free to live lection of sixteen lovely and light i the faculty—1923; Jacqueline Johnston
> Wilmot Doan, Cameron Phillips,
as independent human beings. It did ;e'ections and fourth and last, "When |
what have you, do we stop to think of these—the really big things?
;
not, a decade ago, make conservatives the Minstrel Pang," thirteen song3 of Elizabeth Hopkins as well as several
Burns expressed the wish that we might have the gift to see ourselves out of liberals, aesthetes of practical nlaces and things particularly dear to others.
^
as others see us. Would it also not be wonderful if we might have the gift men. If the majority of its graduates the heart of the author.
to stand afar off perhaps on one of God's mtvny stars, perhaps at His feet seemed always recognizably Harvard
Whispers of the Hills is rro-t plsas-1 (Conti»««l from Page 1, Column h)
through His eyes, perhaps from the mountain peak of some life's expression, men, it was because the majority of tog and is of particular interest tO
|Tie3g-.. Be on time in Red Cross.work
and look at ourselves in a broad perspective with life—moral, spiritual, men, lacking sufficient character, will Harrisonburg students, since the Val-: as well ag in other things Red Crogs
physical and social?
always take on the tone of their sur- ley and this section especially are so belongs to Peace as well as to War.
Oh! How many of us would pause in certain of our actions and habits roundings; but at Harvard diversity clearly depicted in these little verf.SS. Another rule was "assistance." Nobooks are on sale at various t'lin;; helps anything to succeed as
and drop upon our knees and beseech the power to lay aside that which is and independence were always part The
laces in
of
that
tone.
Its
typical
men
were
|
P
this city and may be pur- much as teamwork. One ran never
sapping our vigor, rooting up our boyish dreams, placing a veil between us
chased
at
a
specially reduced price by get anything from life by acting sinalways
its
exceptions.
Today
to
be
and Heaven. Yes, at Roanoke College there would be a vertible turnover.
buying
it
with
"Rambles In Europe," gly so «cooperatj0n" must be added
called
a
Harvard
man
is
grateful
libSome would dust off the texts and prepare to train a neglected mind to useanother
good
work
by the same auth- to thig ,igt Another important ruk
el."
fulness and service, some would pause and step back horror-struck at gripor, this being an attractive story of whlch is essential was "sacrifice." In
College Humor
ping habits that were turning themselves about their moral structures; some
Dr. Wayland's experiences on the a way this i6 the hardest one to carwould laugh a mocking hollow laugh at their empty ambitions and foolish
continent several summers ago.
hopes; some would blush at their vanity which had blinded them even to FREEDOM IN
| ry out, but it brings the most satisthemselves; some, yea, even some might pause long enough to wonder what
| faction of them all. Everyone must
THEORY ONLY
give up something vital in order to
they would accomplish at their present rate for their Maker in the next
SUPPLICATION
. "I believe in freedom of opinion,
twenty years. Great indeed would be the changes.
do anything tor his community or
but—" That everyone accepts freefellowmen.
Ariel was set free,
Since the seismograph registers no earthquake for Roanoke County any dom in principle, although most of ,us
The Red Cross is an organization
But you are bound
time soon, we can't expect any of these great changes. However, some stu- reject it in fact is the thesis of an
which stands for the very best in life.
By tears;
dent might really consider stopping just ten minutes today, taking himself article by Miss Suzanne LaFollette
The spirit of the Red Cross is not one
Great sobs your chains,
away on a high place and then looking at the other self down there atrugV in THE NEW STUDENT for Novof hate or conquest, but is one of
And grief your iron bars.
gling in the valley. Try that ten minute introspectkii and see if you might ember. "Both peoples and governbrotherhood. This spirit is especialImmortal gods!
change any in relation to God, Religion, School, Future and Life. Are you ments, when it comes to the test, will
ly visible in the new attitude of
Release
my
sprite
getting anywhere not only with living but with life?
accept freedom in principle and reAmerica. The Red Cross will carry
From bondage
Brackety Ack
(Continued U Page 1>, Column .*.)
M. A.
(Continued to Page S, Column 2.)
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BLANCHE SHULER HAS
SURPRISE GIVEN HER

EXCHANGES AND
CHANGES

AUNT ABIGAIL'S
HAPPY WISDOM

A delightful surprise party was
»»«■»■»>.»■«»»..■■»■■■
(Dorothy Frey—Editor)
given to Blanche Shuler in honor of
Dear Aunt Abagail:
her birthday on Friday, November 9.
Well Auntie I have debated for a
long time, about writing you this
Those present were Charlotte HorExchanges from Here and There
ton, Helen McNeilly, Lois Hines, Tom- The Richmond Collegian: The Uni- letter, because I didn't feel quite sure
my Clemmer, Lillian Timberlake,
versity of Richmond; Richmond, of your age characteristic and views.
But I have at last decided to break
Anna Lyons Sullivan, Julia Duke,
Virginia.
Georgia Hutchins and Audrey Hyatt.
A columnist, we answer to the ques- the ice, it is as follows. Well, see I
tion, "Why are we here?" says not for am a great football enthusiast and I
self promotion in business, nor for would like to go to some of the foothappiness, not because we are sent ball games at such schools as W. and
GUESTS ON CAMPUS end at their home in Madison, Va.
here or from a force of habit but be- L. and Virginia, V. M. I., etc But I
Mildred Coffman went home to
cause—well he didn't know himself just don't have what is known BOW
Edinburg, Va.
days as "It" for men or "kaydeta."
Garnett Moore from U. of Va. was
Catherine Guthrie entertained a so I pass it on to you.
Pauline Carmines spent the weekThe Flat Hat: College of William So I'm out of luck and not being able
the guest of Betty Barnhart.
end with Elizabeth Coyner in Waynes- few of her friends on Sunday, Novto throw a mean line I just don't rate
Billy Ballard was entertained by boro, Va.
and Mary; Williamsburg, Va.
ember 11th in honor of her birthday.
a centimeter and can't get to a game
"Sweet
Senior
Students
Soon
To
Dot Townsend.
The guests included Elizabeth MilLucy Gilliam visited Charlotte De
to save my life. Please advise w»
Swagger
Steaethily
With
Stylish
Charles Davis visited Lucy Marsler, Elsie Quisenberry, Eve Bargelt,
Hart in Winchester, Va.
in a quite friendly fashion what to do.
Sport
Sticks,"
states
the
Flat
Hat;
ton.
Charlotte Horton and Audrey Hyatt.
Cornelia Bratton was the guest> of
and in reality it only means that the All advice very gladly received.
Rachel Brothers had as her guest
All in a dump,
Mrs. D. A. Berry in Greenville.
girls in the Senior class are going to
Bill Vann.
An
"Itless"
young Lady
strut swagger sticks in order to disKathleen Snapp went home to Elk- ONE HOUR
Nettie Anderson was visited by
ton, Va.
James Shipman of Staunton.
ON THE RAILWAYS tinguish themselves from the under- Dear Miss "Itless":
classmen. This new class insignia is
Edward Brothers came to see AnClelia Heizer spent the week-end at
Auntie is just a little pleased on
ne Everett and Virginia Parker.
her home in Middlebrook, Va.
Our fathers can remember the days nothing if not original.
one
hand and a little hurt on the
John Sullivan from V. M. I. was
Lois Mitchell went to Boxwood, Va. when railway lines were few and far The Yellow Jacket: Randolph-Macon
other
by your letter. It is like this.
College; Ashland, Va.
entertained by Thelma Simmons.
Lillian Porter and Maudine Hol- between. Long hauls by wagon had
I am young for my age in fact young
Francis Wilshin and John Smithl land went to their homes in Vinton, to be made to get shipments to loadThe establishment of a pan-hellenic
enough to jump up and down at footcame to see Anna Charles.
council
at Randolph-Macon has been
ing
points.
Today
the
whole
nation
Va.
ball games and wear my handkerchief.
Wesley Shifflette was the guest of
the subject of much discussion among
Sallie Bishop Jones was the guest is covered with a network of rails
Cheering at my age is quite unlady
Doris Kelly.
The
which serve every center/of popula- the students of that college.
of Maybelle Woodward.
like. But I am pleased that you take
Sarah Brooks was visited by Aldon
general idea is that such a council
tion in an intensive way/
me into your confidence about this
Anne Trott spent the week-end at
Hunter.
By way of indicating the amount of might prove a valuable thing to the football game bid. The solution as I
Jane Lightner had as her guest her home in Ft. Defiance.
business transacted on 'the railways fraternities of Randolph-Macon since see it is, why not steal up the hall and
Mary Stuart Brown went home to of the nation every day, here are some other schools in which social frateri^nanie James.
peep into different rooms, until you
Kenneth Smith from.W. & L. was Raphine, Va. *
nities are located have made such a
interesting figures:
see a Virginia, or V. P. I. or W. & L,
the guest of Lena Bones.
In one hour 5,903 oafs-are loaded success of this system of government. pennant on the wall. Walk boldly in
Mae Bass, Florenee Reese, Frances
Audrey Hines entertained Holt Bass, Ruth King and Mildred Rhodes with revenue freight on the railway's The Tiger: Hampden Sydney College
and say, "Oh, who do you know that
Brantley as her guest.
We note, by means of "The Tiger"
lines and 146,240 tons of freight are
visited Gladys Hawkins.
goes to V. P. I. or Virginia or W. &
Lewis Barnhart McNease came to
that the H. S. lihrary has been pre- L.?" They will tell you, because this
Louise Stultz was the guest of Re- loaded in the cars. —^
see Louise Land.
Passengers numbering 94,731 board sented with a number of books by is always a tender spot with the dear
ba Smith.
Virginia Atkins was visited by Dick
Among the various young things. Then say, " I know
Eleanor Weaver went home to trains, and the passenger service ac- local authors.
Nofsinger.
complished
in
one
hour
is
equivalent
types
of
books
are
found French some boys who used to go there, and
Front Royal.
Grace Mayo had as her guest
to hauling 3,841,106 passengers one novels, and such best sellers as Edith don't you love their football games,
Lida Henton spent the week-end in
?h Williams*
,—
Wharton's "The Children"; S. S. Van I used to go to them." Then the inmile.
Melrose,
Va.
Howard Ralston was the guest of
"Benson Murder Case"; nocent, unsuspecting lady you are
The freight service performed is Dines'
Emma Elmore visited Florence equivalent to hauling 48,929, 387 tons "Canary Murder Case"; and "The
Frances Lester.
conversing with will say, "Oh, let's ft
Lucy Keller entertained as her Collins.
Green Murder Case."
one mile.
over to one sometime." After this is
guest Charles Barbe, of Strasburg,
Groyeen Pittman spent the week$43,000 an Hour for Taxes
The Brackety-Ack: Roanoke College, out keep reminding her of the invitaVa.
end in Winchester as the guest of
In an hour, the railways earn
Salem, Virginia.
tion, and make her believe it is her
Elizabeth Martin's guest' Was Reri- Lillian Jackson.
$700,491 from trjeir transportation
Much better than a string tied Christian Duty to supply the man in
ard Border.
Geneva Pence went to her home in operations. They spend $522,166 for around one's little finger is the col- question—All is fair in love and war.
Orville Chew visited Christine Gar- Mt. Jackson.
operating expenses, $332,102 for wag- umn entitled, "Wha-fr-When—
Slyly yonrg,
rette.
Where, to remind me of the imAunt Abby
Mary Betty and Dorothy Rodes es, and $42,935 for taxes.
Christine Hall entertained Willis
Present rail transportation service portant meetings that should be atwent home to Greenwood, Va.
Elison from U. of Va.
is the best we have ever had and the tended during the coming week.
Elizabeth King visited Mrs. Char- best and most reasonably priced in the The Rotunda: State Teachers' College AUNT ABAGAIL'S "BUERA" OF
Preston Howard came to see Rebeles Hall in Waynesboro, Va.
INFORMATION
cca Holmes.
world.
The railroads' tremendous
Farmville, Va.
Julia Duke was the guest of Anne
Eleanor Evans spent the week-end activities are the backbone of our inThe editorial column speaks again
Proctor and Audrey Hyatt.
at her home in Edinburg, Va.
—this time on the subject of friends
dustrial and social life.
Lost and Found
Stuart S. Pratt from V. P. I. visit—From the Niles (Mich.) Star
and friendship. "Friendship," says
Frances Kagey, Margaret Matz^nd
Lost a permanent wave after six
ed Lucy Copenhaver.
the editor, is an innate craving for months growth. Please return to
Elizabeth Wise visited Miss Martz in
Raymond Harrison, was entertain- Locust Grove.
companionship which can't be downed. Helene Duvall.
RAILROAD IMPORed by Anne Ragan.
It is a worth while thing and true
Lost a lot of sleep—Please return
Margaret Reamey was the guest of
Elizabeth Kulman's guest was SydTANCE
IS
NOTED
friends should be ones most valued to those signed for week-end trips in
Ethel Duehl in McGaheysville.
ney Keller from W. and L.
BY COOLIDGE possessions."
the office.
Frances Rolston spent the weekPreston Turner came to see PaulLost a cake of soap in the Saturday
end at her home in Mt. Clinton.
ine Johnson.
bath.
A
most
important
influence
in
our
(Contmud
from
Pa$»
1,
Columm
1)
Callie Elsea went to her home in
Lorin Nusbaum from U. of Va.
national progress has been the ex- curricula work as well.
Found a lot of ailments before the
Elisabeth
Berryville.
visited Virginia Saunders.
pansion and increased efficiency of Knight has been business manager of Armistice Day parade.
Jean Bricker went home to ShenanHarvey Smith was entertained by
transportation. Prior to I860 rail- the Breeze and has shown interest
Found a good friend to the Student
doah.
Florence Johnson.
roads were in small and detached elsewhere too.
Body—Dr. Converse.
Jim La wry .was Margaret Simmon's
Katherine BOwen visited in Crozet, units built on different gauge.?, and
Lost "A" Lizzard, please return to
The pledge service was held Wed=== =
guest.
T ~ Va.
freight charges were rarely less than nesday afternoon, at which time the any Zoology student.
Ellen Moore had Boyd Payne as her
Bertha Jenkins spent the week-end 2 cents per ton-mile. Beginning in candidates were pledged to the fraLost one dozen rattles and three
guest.
at her home in Luray, Va.
1869 consolidations were effected, ternity. They will wear Kappa Delta kiddy cars, please return to the
Glenn Hattle visited Geraldine BorVirginia Nuchols went to her home gauges standardized and uniformity Pi pledge colors until they are initi- Freshman class.
den and Hazel Holler.
of operation introduced, which have ated at a later date.
in
Lexington.
1
Agnes Weaver entertained Donald
Kappa Delta Pi has twelve active
Doris Hodges visited in Roanoke, gradually reduced freight charges to
Whitbeck.
TRAITOROUS WORDS
about 1 cent per ton-mile. Business members at present, eight of whom
Va.
George Roller visited Lucy Marshas so much increased that passenger are students and four of whom are
ton.
It appears there are 1,100 "traitortraffic is three times,and freight six faculty members. The members are:
Florence Mitchell's guest was Bill
times as large as they were in 1890. Frances Hughes, of Harrisonburg, ous words" in the dictionaries of the
ANN
RAGAN
HAS
PARTY
Lineweaver.
There has lately been a remarkable Kathryn Pace, of Hampton, Florence French and English language which
SATURDAY- NIGHT increase
in railroad efficiency. In the Reese, of Atlee, Frances Bass, of are essentially alike, but with shades
five
years
prior to 1927 the average News Ferry, Mildred Rhodes, of of difference in meaning. A French
WEEK-END TRIPS
Ann Ragan and Louise Mills enter- distance traveled by a freight car was Newport News, Lucy Gilliam, of lexicographer compiled a list of 400
Mildred Heath spent the week-end tained at a delightful supper in their increased four-twelfths, while the pro- Petersburg, Anne Proctor, of Drakes such words, and then a collaborator,
room Sat. Nov. 10. Those present portionate consumption of coal was Branch, Leonnide Harriss, of Nor- at his request, found 700 more. They
at her home in Lovingston, Va.
were:
Jeanette Ingle, Mina Thomas, reduced two-twelfths, and one-twelf- folk, and Dr. W. J. Gifford, Dean of had a lawsuit as to whose name should
Anne Bargamin went to her home
Gertrude Drinker, Betty Barnhart, th more employes moved four-twelf- the College and Head of the Educa- appear first on the title page of the,
in Crozet, Va.
Lucy Yowell was the guest of Oli- Jean Eley, Annie Bulloch, Evelyn ths more of freight. The movement tion Department and Misses Sara book, and the court ruled they should
Wolfe, Margaret Moon, Grace Bla- from producer to consumer has in- Elizabeth Thompson, Virginia Buch- appear side by side, the originator's
via Malgrem in Norfolk.
Dorothy Levi went to Berryville, loch, Myrtle Payne, Lowdell Potts and creased 40 per cent in rapidity. The anan and Bertha McCollum, all mem- on the left.
preiodic- car shortages have been en- bers of the Harrisonburg training
Va.
Julia Reynolds.
tirely eliminated. Goods are handled
A young teacher in a rural school,
Elizabeth Ramburg spent the weekschool faculty.
with so much care that the cost of
was writing a letter for an old woman
end at her home in Berryville.
(Continued from Page 2, Column 5.)
Alpha Chi Chapter, of Kappa Delwho could neither read nor write.
Virginia Marshall visited Mrs. C. on this spirit into generations to paying for such damages has been
ta Pi, grew out of Pi Kappa Omega,
reduced 70 per.cent.
After putting down the exact dictaT. Marshall in Washington D. C.
come.
a national honor aociety, which had
—PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
Virginia Aldhizer went to her home
tion, the teacher asked if there wew
its Beta Chapter here. • The members
In
conclusion
Mayor
Morrison
quotRailroad Data
in Broadway, Va, '
of Pi Kappa Omega petitioned for a anything else.
Ruth Shuman was the guest of ed a stanza of "The House by the
"Well, just put 'Please excuse bad
chapter of the larger fraternity and
Side of the Road" which embodies the
Gig Marshall is so dumb she thinks
Edna Griffis at Natural Bridge, Va.
spelling, and writing,' and sign »y
were installed as Alpha Chi Chapter,
Mary Louise Blankenbaker and Lily thought of service and love of man a hack writer—sits in a carriage to
name," was the old woman's reply.
January 80, 1928.
Frances Blankenbaker spent the week- for man.
write.

CATHERINE GUTHRIE
HAS BIRTHDAY PARTY

AS I SEE IT

BOOKS REVIEWED
AND CRITICIZED

Frances Snyder—Editor

K. N. C. Harris

AND THERE ARE TYPES
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Jalna. By Mazo de la Roche. 347 pp.
Boston: Little Brown & Co. $2.00.
Jalna is the story of a large clannish Canadian family living in feudal
isolation. Miss de la Roche has painted a brilliant picture of the Whiteoak
family. So perfect are its details that
not until we look back upon the book
de we realize that our interest was
so engrossed with detail that we failed to take in the effect as a whole.
There are four generations living
at Jalna. The matriarch grandmother who once lived with her husband, Captain Philip Whiteoak at
that other Jalna in Iiidia, is a despotic, unreasonable old gormand whom
we hate at first before we too become
fascinated. She is ninety-nine years
old, and bent on achieving her centenary. Her sons, Nicholas and Earnest are both old men, one living on a
gay past in London, and the other on
a critical work on Shakespeare that
will never be published. The redheaded Renny is master of the clan.
Meg, his sister, is a sentimental old
maid, who mothers her half-brothers,
and lives on her broken love affair of
twenty years ago. Piers is a farmer,
and Renny's right hand man.
He
brings strife to Jalna with his bride,
Pheasant, whose illegitimate birth
caused Meg's engagement to be broken. Eden outrages the clan not only
by writing poetry, but worse still, by
getting it published. In New York
he meets, falls in love with, and marries Alyne Archer, and takes her
home to Jalan.
From that point on, we see Jalna
through Alayne's. eyes.
Her first
repulsion to the old Matriarch, and
the almost uncivilized family, and
later her sympathy to all, especially
the adolescent Finch and the nineyear old Wakefield, is ours. At Jal-.
na she finds strife and peace, disillusionment and love.
The story reaches a violent climax,
followed by a conclusion that is just
a stopping point in the book; not in
the life of Jalna. That, we are sure,
goes on, and we ..should like "to see
more of it.

CAMPUS J]
TOM SAYS:
This "It" we all have heard
about is an indefinable power
when you possess "It" you don't
know you have "It" and when
you know you have "It" you lose
"It."

The Old Man: "Daughter, it's two
nothing in favor of Indiana through
the third quarter. In the last quarter o'clock. Has Harold gone yet?"
The Latest Thing in Daughters:
Notre Dame-purled a great comeback.
"Why,
Fawthaw, he hasn't even arAs a result, Notre Dame won thirteen
rived
yet."
to ten. I whistled gayly and allowed
the managers an extra dollar for dinner., That's how good I felt.
But
lo, I found our townspeople and alumni who had bet on the game—and
they had all bet we'd win by twentyTRY OUP PARCEL F05T3ERV1CE
seven points—were as sore as a boiled
owl at me. No one has any objection PHONE zri^&itiaNihmSr.
to friendly wagers made just in fun
HARRISONBURG, VA.
but the big money wager is the chap
I have in mind. Big money gamblers
will ruin college football if they are
not stopped. I have a thick hide for
this species of poor sport and the onIhompson's Academy and Salon
ly regret I have is that they didn't
of Beauty Culture
lose more.
The man who bets not
only gets no fun out of it but is a
PERMANENT WAVE
hindrance to the game as a clean sport
Telephone 525-R
and he is lacking in a sense of humor,
GENTLEMAN OPERATOR
for every time he loses a bet he wants
90 East Market St.
to have the coach fired. '
J. E. Thompson
Pauline C. Earman
"In fact, the biggest blot on the
game is the alumni without a sense
HARRISONBURG, VA.
of humor and the fellow who insists
on betting big money.
Eliminate
both of these mutants and everybody
connected with football will have a
lot more fun."
Swanson

Were you ever in the library just
looking at People and their faces—
and trying to decide what's back of
them—Now over here is a girl who
has been opening and examining all
the books of modern, poetry on the
Mrs. Aster says—You have often
shelf—Sjee how she pauses here and
heard old folks say that the younger
there over what must be an especialgeneration is going straight to the
ly beautiful verse—she can't possibly
lower regions—Well the old folks
be any thing like this one in back of
must know because they have been
her—industriously chewing her gum
there.
and apparently trying to concentrate
on heoad and Cassidy with little, sucLee—Grace do you like simple
cess. Nor is there any resemblance
things?
between these two and this other, who,
Grace—Why Lee are you proposwith knit brows—and a determined
ing?
set to her mouth, is scribbling on a
piece of yellow paper.
Quizzy—Callie where->are those
There is another type—over there
socks
I loaned you for the ^esthampin the third alcove—Watch how she
ton game?
\
takes notes in her notebook, her face,
Callie—Oh Quizzy I haven't taken
her hands, her clothes, her looks, her
them off yet.
manner—all scrupulously neat—too
neat.
Egg (at dance) I hope I didn't hurt
—And this girl—? Surely, no one
WANTED—your
foot when i stepped on it.
ever wrote a theme or worked a calA COLLEGE HEAVY!
Nog—Oh! that's all right. It hurt
culus problem, or wrote up a chemthe
first
few
times
but
it's
numb
now.
istry experiment on pale blue mono"Stand up, you young fellows there,
grammed stationery—Why should she
Lillian Derry "He believes in long with a lot of brawn and a good head
seek such a public place as the library
engagements because the longer you on your shoulders. Step right up for
to read the letter she has received—
stay engaged the shorter time you the chance of a lifetime. I'll tell you
the one with the huge V. P. I. letterhave to be married."
a way you can make a million in no
head on it—
time," says Grover Theis in his artiAnd speaking of letters, one girl
Freshman to Frances Snyder—at cle, Knockouts from the Colleges, in
has just been interrupted by a roomthe
dining-room door Saturday night. the December College Humor. "With
mate with a letter—what!—"she is unFrances,
may I have four "Breez- the retirement of Gene Tunney Tex
ashamedly crying! As she moves on
es?"
Rickard is looking for a real heavyI cannot help but wonder whether it
Frances—"What do you want with weight champion—maybe from the
was for joy or sorrow—
four?"
Aha, here is the perfect H. T. C.
colleges.
Freshman—"Well I want to roll my "Boxing in the colleges has enjoyed
girl—See how diligently she studies—
hair up on them."
Her greeting to her next-door-neighan exceptional-expansion in the past
bor, tho cheerful is not effusive—nor
few years and is going to make even
Helen Lineweaver says—"I have more rapid, advances. In the East
loud—you can't help liking her, just
dreamed twice lately that I have been there "annually is an intercollegiate
because she looks so nice—
studying. If it happens again I tournament; similar events are conBut we can,'t all be typical H. T.
shall
try a dream book and see if it ducted by the conferences throughout
C.'ers. The girl across the table who
means anything."
has been staring into space with a
the country.
Colleges are drawing
blank, yet rapt, expression fascinates
students from constantly widening
Chick—They say a student should walks of life, so that Rickard may
me strangely, as does the one who
have
eight hours sleep a day.
stands by the window, watching the
still find a diploma-bedecked contendH.
W.—Oh Chick, how very sil of er in his ring wearing the colors of
road down the valley—
you, you know Doctor Gifford won't his Alma Mater. Since Christy
Dearie me, time to sign for special
let a person take eight classes.
reference books—and I've got to get
Mathewson more of our baseball playthat education for her. Shocts—no The Mad Carews. By Martha Osers have come from the colleges. Will
Advice
more time for speculating—But it is tenso. 346 pp. New York: Dodd,
history repeat itself in boxing?"
It
is
always
good to sing at one's
such fun—Try it sometime.
Swanson
Mead & Co. Inc. $2.50.
In "The Mad Carews," Martha Os- work—
But don't you pity the trombone (Continued from Page 2, Column S.)
IN THE LOBBY
tenso has given us a mighty theme,
pudiate it in fact; the former because
player?
with splendid, real characters, and a
they do not understand their own inWaiting for the dinner bell—more conclusion that just does not fit.
Miss Hoffman—Use the right verb terest, the latter because they underconversation!—My proofs are a
After becoming acquainted with in this sentence, "The toast was drunk stand their own interest perfectly,''
scream. See cap and gown—in red,
the Mad Carews, and the vital, in- in silence."
writes Miss LaFollette.
white and blue—graduated two years
tense Elsa Bowers, we realize that
Freshman—"The toast was ate in "The right to pursue one's own
ago—Thanksgiving game—Darn retheir lives are built for tragedy. Miss silence."
good in one's own way of course imference work—Saturday act—Quite
Ostenso gives us a happy ending and
plies the right to decide for oneself in
becoming—To red hair—surprise para change of spots in Elsa and Bayliss
Frances
Snyder—I
came
from
a
what one's good consists," the writer
ty—Predericksburg for week-end—
Carew. By the time we reach the family of brains.
continues: "That is a right which alFreshman Class President—I'm so
end of the story, its characters are
Othelda
Mitchell—They
must
have
most
no individual is ready to contired—Being crowded to death—Look
so real to us that we just cannot ac- disinherited you.
cede.
No person, probably, doubts
in mail-box—Student body meeting
cept Miss Ostenso's version of what
his
own
ability to decide such matters
no.really?—And I says—no mail, no
occured, unless we look upon it as an
Meek
little
Harrisonburg
girl
(to
for
himself;
and almost none is will
money—precious dearie—looks good
interlude, for unhappiness is bound to big V. P. I. football man)—Why do ing to concede the same liberty to
in green—in infirmary—I don't care,
come.
you always cheer a player when he is oeher people—"
Smith might have been—Bloh!— JaThis is another intense novel of the hurt?
"What one may justly marvel at a
panese prints—cute—you must wear
it sometimes—With a Buick roadster middle west. It is about the rich, V. P. I. Football man—So the lad- little, perhaps, is the confidence in
their own opinions which those who
—permission hasn't come—ask Dr. domineering Carew family, and their ies won't hear what he says.
The
advocate any forcible regulation of
Weems—smell fish—I'm scared—stu- victims, the poorer farmers.
dent Council Meeting—yeh, just stays Carew men have always been wild; ROCKNE CONDEMNS
human conduct must necessarily possess; and one marvels the more bein her room—otich! don't mind me, I and the Carew women, including
BETTING ON FOOT- cause they are often among the most
walk here—last summer we—going to those who have married into the famY. W?—Saw her with him—My dear ily have had to forgive their men folk
BALLj GAMES enlightened members of the communI mean actually—Sunset's so pretty— much. It is a large, impetuous famity. Such a self-confidence, carried
"Effery year we read articles about to the point of an attempt to substieat at our table—Snooty old thing— ily, held some-what losely together by
Does she cackle?—going home next- the maiden Hildreth Carew.
what a terrible thing football is; how tute force for persuasion, amounts to
The chief conflict is within Elsa it swallows up thousands of boys," sheer arrogance.
box with fried chicken—And huge
One wonders to
yellow parrots— Debating— feature Bowers. Before, and after her mar- says Knute Rockne of Notre Dame in what end humanity has made its bitme —Bell? —Everyone's nearing— riage to Bayliss, she struggles against his article, Football Is Fun, in the ter struggle to escape from the chains
tramp, tramp, shuffle, shuffle, run,— becoming a Carew.
December College Humor. "But these which its own fears and superstitions
locked outl
The outcome of the story is a mat- stories are written by people who have helped to forge, if those in a
ter of difference of opinion; but even have never played football. Football' position to profit by that struggle and
CIRCE
we who cannot believe in the conclu- isa-lot of fun, but you have to have to continue it, fail so singally to unsion, recognize it as a fine novel.
the proper point of view to appreciate derstand its implications. One does
Oh, I shall dress to ,match the moon
it. The people who take it too ser- not associate arrogance of opinion with
tonight:
iously are almuni and townspeople true cultivation. A cultivated mind
Of all the sad surprises,
Deep turquoise blue, paling to silverwho bet. Regarding them I have no is an open mind, and an open mind is
There is nothing to compare
light,
brief whatsoever.
by its very nature the reverse of arWith treading in the darkness
A wreath of stars to bind my wind"I remember one year when we rogant."
(Continued to Page 6, Column i.)
On a step which isn't there.
played Indiana the score was ten to
New Student

Ha*A58P***

S.BLATT'S

Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5
■■»-------

VICTOR RECORDS
65c

B. Mm & Song

OUR SHOES
Keep your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
Good looking, too and retain
their shape

Hosiery
"As you like it"

.

YAGER'S
Shoe Store
(Fine Shoe Repairing)

■

WELCOME STUDENTS
OF

S.T.C.
RALPH'S

Fletchers Pharmacy
Try our Delicious Hot
Toasted Sandwiches
"Best in Town"
The glad to see you store

: GEORGE'S i
Candy Kitchen
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.
—
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POLITICS AS A CAREER
FOR THE COLLEGIAN!

THE BREEZE

AMONG THE
COLLEGE MEANTS
AND COMMENTS

Page Five

VISUAL EDUCATION

It is very probably that the grade
school
teacher's load will soon be
"Politics never used to be considerlightened
by the use of films in teached a gentleman's game," says Leo A.
(Catherine Preston—Editor
ing.
The
Eastman Kodak Company,
Borah, in the December issue of Colacting
with
the National Educational
lege Humor. "College folk looked
A movement lo promote better Association, has just completed aVi
down on the whole business with dis- school spirit has been started at N.
dain. They wouldn't give it a min- [ C. State College. All of the means experiment that seems to demonstrate
ute's consideration. But the attitude, of promoting said spirit were in con- conclusively the superiority of the
new method over the old. In geograof the college student is changing to- '• nection with athletics.
day; he recognizes politics as a real! It is odd how with so many, school phy a thirty-five per cent gain was
force in the country. If the students I spirit begins a'nd ends with yelling at registered by the pupils taught by
who really feel an active interest in i games. No doubt about it, yelling means of films, and a fifteen per cent
Approxgovernment will consider politics as aj proves to the world and your friends gain in general science.
imately
5,500
children
were
taught
career and enroll in the courses inthat you have school spirit, but just with films and 5,500 more were taught
tended to prepare them for .it, the the same we are inclined to question
the same material without the aid of
United States will be able to mix in
the school spirit that doesn't go be- j motion pictures, in public schools
world politics without fear. It will yond that.
scattered over twelve cities.
no longer be the tenderfoot ^sitting in
v.
Think it over, girlt,
A 500 word report has just been
the other fellow's game.
completed by Dr. Ben D. Wood of
"The student who would go in for There has been, and still is, much
Columbia and Dr. Frank Freeman of
politics needs to obtain first a thor- agitation in the college world in rethe University of Chicago^irectors
ough cultural education. At the same gard to student government. Yale's
of the experiment.
time he must learn haw to put his
step in doing away with her system
"In this experiment," the report
knowledge to work, how to get out of apparently has set others thinking.
said, "we have studied the films not
the academic rut and talk the languWe are particularly struck with the as a panacea to be substituted for
age of the electorate.
A charlatan j out spokenness shown by the students
present instrumentalities of the
with a full complement of campaign i
of the various colleges. Isn't having schools, nor as a means to revolutiontricks can beat the most brilliant theo-1
this frank upheaval much better than ize the aims of education, but as an
rist in, the world if the theorist does
having an undercurrent of "griping" addition to the present pedagogical
not know how to put his stuff over.
that eventually undermines the whole devices of the schools which may help
"The trouble with most American structure of student government, in the attainment of currently accollege students today is that they bringing it down with % crash in the cepted goals." As one might expect,
know nothing about public affairs. In end?
a majority of the teachers and school
an examination in current events in
officials reported that the use of
a certain university, one student idenOut of the 729 men students enroll- classroom films had been "more eftified George Washington English as ed at William and Mary College, only fective in arousing and sustaining the
a famous negro educator.
Another 234 passed their first month's work. children's interest, in improving the
thought Maxfield Parrish was the We have been told that grades don't quantity and quality of their readheadquarters of the Ku Klux Klan. count in getting an education and that ing, and in aiding them to correlate
With that sort of knowledge, how can we should pay no attention, to them. features of the lessons with personal
college students expect to do anything All very well, but if we fail to count experiences and community condiat politics? Fortunately not all stu- our grades somebody else will.
tions."
dents are like that. With the comNew Student
ing of professors of practical politics
Speaking of grades, we notice that
has come a growing interest of stu- at the Western Reserve University 'AIR-MINDED'
dents in the business of government. '^deficiency slips" are sent to the
STUDENTS
"Politics is not a crowded profes- homes of the students each month.
sion,. It gives you a chance to use
If you like this idea, and would drop
New Haven, Conn, (by New Stuyour personality -and-your education' a respectful note to our president to dent Service).'"That the wheezing and
and at the same time to be a regular this effect we are certain that he coughing "collegiate" Ford must not
human ting.
would be obliging enough to try out have its sister conveyance in the air,
Swanson
this system. Anyone who thinks we j [g the warning of Mr. Edward P.
are trying to be funny over a serious Warner, Assistant Secretary of the
matter is a little previous and inclin- Navy in charge of Aviation.
Mr.
ABE MARTIN
ed to jump to conclusions. Why, we Warner, in an address before the
ON THRILLS are trying to be helpful. We think Third Intercollegiate Aviation Consuch a system would tend to do away ference at Yale, pointed out the dan"The great unsettlin', disturbin' with the excessive amount of nervous ger of flying with any but trustworfactor in American life t'day is th' worry and nail biting that is so dis- thy planes.
College men are beginning to take
insistent an' growin' thirst fer tressingly noticable on "flunk slip"
day.
to
the air in appreciable numbers.
thrills," declares Abe Martin in the
No
charge
whatever
for
suggestThe
Harvard Flying Club and that
December College Humor. "Women
ions.
r—
at
the
University of Southern Caliespecially crave thrills.
Look how
fornia are two of the most advanced
they rush t' go under th' knife fer th'
Oberlin College has purchased sev- student groups. The latter already
thrill of an operation. Ther hain't a
thrill left in housekeepin', 'cept per- eral acres of land to be used exclu- owns several planes. European stuhaps climbin' on a stepladder now an' sively by its men students for hunt-. dents', however, surpass the Amerithen. Men, too, are beginnin' t' com- ing, fishing and camping grounds.jeans in flying. One of the speakers
plain. They git a thrill out o' spend- This action was taken because of a..at the conference cited a meeting in
in' money, but earnin' it is growin' sensitiveness on the part of the male j the Rhone River section last August
members of the college because of an' where 400 planes were entered. Eight
tiresome an,' prosy.
'"It's the great variety o' present unpleasant rumor that Oberlin was a hundred pilots took part, ninety per
I cent of which were college men. Colday thrills that's alarmin'. *obbin' "women's college."
Wonder
why
the
gentlemen
don't
lege men won all of the prizes.
a bank when you don't need th' money,
roll
up
their
sleeves
and
get
in
alitThe popularity of flying has added
drinkin' anything that smells like fortle
work
to
prove
to
the
world
that
a
new
prohibition to the list of "thou
maldehyde, stcrtin off t' Paris in onethere
are
men
at
Oberlin,
instead
of
shalt
nots"
of the Wellesley College
motor planes, wakin' home from thickpassively
accepting
the
consolation
Handbook.
The dean's office issued
ets at three A. M. I don't believe
the edict that, "no student while unther's any thrill left t' a first kiss; it prize.
der the jurisdiction of the college may
comes so easy these days. We're gitHome coming Day for N. C. State ride in an aeroplane unless permistin' so blase' that we walk out on a
college was held last Saturday when sion has been granted from the dean's
lion act."
State met Carolina in their biggest office and the written consent of her
College Humor Service
football game of the season.
parents secured."
We have an idea. Wouldn't it be
The problem of chaperonage has
EDUCATIONAL DEMOgreat if we could have a homecoming not yet been settled, and is without
the day on which we have our an- doubt taxing the ingenuity of many a
CRACY AT COMMONclash with Radford? Do you dean of women.
New Student
WEALTH COLLEGE nual
happen to know many alumnae who
haven't vowed before they left, that [Continued from Pago 1, Column 3.)
EARNING AND LEARNING
they would come back to see that to thrive and build. The mighty oak
which springs from the small acorn
"As its sixth term begins Common- game if they had to come a thousand sends forth long roots in, order to obwealth College has modified its con-[ miles? Why not make that a big day? tain its required nourishment.
So
stitution to permit student participa-1 D., when he has completed a year in man spreads out too, and seeks his
tion in school government. -All third residence at the college is given the food.
year students are now taken into the same authority as a country boy, no
One must labor in order to realize
association which owns and controls matter what his pre>*ious schooling, the great value of growth.
One's
this unique institution in the Arkan- who has done two" years of satisfact- ."•ope is widened, and the horizon of
sas hills. At the present time there ory work in the college. And by sat- life spreads out.
This growth not
are as many students as faculty mem- isfactory work is meant not a high only enlarges the scope of usefulness
bers in this governing body.
average of grades nor attendance re- and enjoyment, but also it developes
"There are no deans or regents to cord but simply continuous progress mentality, and the higher side of man
act upon the 'recommendation' of in those lines of study selected by the J —his spiritual self.
When one dethese students and teachers. Their student and a certain, reasonable effi-; velopec this spiritual self then he b«say is final, whether it concerns con- ciency in chopping wood, building' gins to partake of the kingdom of
duct or breakfast pancakes. A Ph. houses, or washing overalls."
j God.

Novelty Footwear
Exquisite creations—models for every occasion—
models approvingly feminine, so chic and charming
and so delightfully smart. The styles include Satins,
Velvets, Patents, Kid, Reptillian and other novel
treatments in the popular Fall and Winter shades.

$6.95
$5.95
L95

JcseJiAcfaji>S<ms(k
Diamonds

Watches

John W. Taliaferro

BLUE BIRD TEA

JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS

ROOM

Established 1879

Day Students' Lunches

Harrisonburg's Oldest, Largest

a Specialty

and Beet Jewelry Store

KEEP ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE STREET
Buy Your
.
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SHOES AND HOSIERY

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Free-Pencils-At-All-Times

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Silk Underwear

YOUR NEW REXALL STORE
at 46 South Main Street Is Newly and Specially Built for
your CONVENIENCE
GREATER COMFORT
BETTER SERVICE
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL AT HOME HERE
_. .

COZY SODA BOOTHS
LUNCHEONETTE
TOASTED SANDWICHES

'

We have installed a new, modern Soda Fountain, scientifically cooled by the Frigidaire method
Imperial Ice Cream only, will be served. Milk from Brookdale Dairy,
acknowledged to haveV the lowest bacterial count will be used exclusively.
Our
syrups, fruits, eta., will be the best obtainable.

VIRGINIA DRUG STORE
VA& %*atl Store

FETZERS'
■

Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery &c.
Van Raalte Gloves t
$1.00
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.35

1.50
1.65

We have all kinds of toasted sandwiches
STOP AT

CANDYLAND

::

Where you get home made candies & ice cream
We serve light lunches and the best coffee in town
A trial will convince you
72 Main Street
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numbers. They were not aiming to! homes where .existence is more of a (Continued from Page.',, Column f)
blown hair,
take the place held by anyone else, j struggle, where the coonskin coat and
A
breath of heliotrope, elusive—rare.
'There is plenty of room for us/all,' its implications are as far away as
Of
finest thin-spun silk shall be my
says Fred Waring. 'We don't want Mars.
gown,
"Don't think of football as recreato usurp another's place in the pubThe university man, acknowledged
lic's affection. We want to be our- tion or exercise," Zuppke continues. My wrap a cloudy veil of misty-gray
oracle in the world of men's wear, has selves, to be individual, and to create "It is only the old who talk about Paler than twilight and the waning
returned to sanity in dress, according something unique in dance bands.'
day;
such things. In football youth finds
to surveys of three widely separated
Suggestive
of tears, and hours of pacthe
safety
valve
for
his
spir.it.
Foot"Waring's became heroes to the
educational institutions.
ing
up
and
down.
ball
is
more
than
a
game;
it
is
not
a
public. They were all so young, so
In the north, Yale University was good looking. And they were so clean, physical expression, although it is ex Twin pools of memory shall seem my
selected as a typical university in a in the way they lived. Fred Waring al- pressed physically. It is a symbol of
eyes,
* • »•
"university town." In the South, lowed no dissipation in his personnel; sportsmanship and it is virile drama." Well-deep and bluer than Summer
Vanderbilt was chosen, for the same no 'college drunks' are tolerated. His
Skies;
reason. And for middle ground, boys are regular in their habits, and (Continued from Page 1, Column I.) And if the gods are kind, and heed my
Princeton was selected.
interested in their work, but there is found the navigable rivers what good
prayers,
In all of these, observers found j nothing of the goody-goody in them.
would it have done? There was the I'll woo Ulysses from his slough of
that almost unanimously, the students•i Rumors of their greatness drifted then unsurmountable barrier, the
memory, . _
had reverted from the "slouchy" col- j abroad. Paris accepted Fred as her mountains. Pretend one had wiped Memory of home, his villa by the sea,
lege tendency of recent years, to a,.darling: and regretted when he took eaway the mountains, or turned the Of Penelope, busy about the housetidiness and care in dress that was nis ban(} for a tour of exclusive Eiir- j United States completely around,
hold cares.
surprising.
(opean resorts, which netted them over; page j Coiumn 4
In all the colleges, the starched'one hundred thousand dollars. They' What would have been the result. Vain hopes. His thoughts are aver
collar was found to be so nearly uni- j can now grin at the memory of their Would not the colonists found the
on returning home,
versa! that it appears to constitute ex-college professors' gloomy predict- navigable rivers, or blazed trail in- He longs for ships and sails and wild
almost a uniform. The comfortable ions and say to them, 'Well, we made land? The result of this would have
sea foam;
completely changed the New World's For Greece, his wife, his son, his nalow, pliant starched varieties were good, didn't we?"
College Humor Service
history for the pioneers would not tive mart,
most in demand in both North and
have formed into strong bands, but I hold his body here, but not his heart.
South.
would have scattered throughout the And so at twilight while the grasses
Extreme cuts of trousers, absurd
BOB ZUPPKE ASKS
shirt, collar and tie combinations and
land.
sparkle with the early dew,
Wt:HOW HARD IS
other freakish effects have disappearNext, the teacher should correlate j And heaven dons her nightly robe of
ed.
FOOTBALL?" current events with geography. The < stars incrusted blue;
The college man, according to one
.question of the development of inter- I shall lead him to my grotto understudent, realizes that he is a potential
"Was the old game harder on the! v«l waterways wh.ch arose in the last neath the sea,
wage earner, and that he Is judged by plavers?" asks Bob Zuppke of Illinois Political campaign is an excellent ex- Where the pearl and opal walls are
his habits in ciotnes
clothes „
as wen
well «
as ,„....
in his
Europe, unlike the
/g ^^ ample of this.
gleaming mistily,
other practices. He is not attractive,in n,s
'
waterways And while he rests at ease upon the
nBPpmhpr follems' United States, uses her
to hi. colleagues, to the co-eds or to! appearing
^ _,U<J n1. v„rnn_
green-cool couches there,
Humor.
"From everything I have extensively. The method of Europhis future employer in silly-looking
ean
living
is
not
as
different
from
Pillowed
in softest satin, and gleam-1
heard about it from old-time coaches
clothes.
ours,
as
is
that
of
South
America.
ing
with
jewels rare,
and players,
ana
pincers, there
uieie is
10 no
uu doubt
uaua but
"— that
*"-"
.
_.
That is why he has decided to wear it was. Can you imagine a football Geography is the cause of this The While the quiet is broken shrilly by
reasonable clothes.
the Eastern-bound wild geese,
team of today packing up its equip- heavy rainfall which rises to 80 inchT. R. Shipp Inc.
es
forms
swamp
land3.
Still
the
kind
I
shall listen (broken-hearted) while
i ment and gayly starting off on a trip
of
land
is
the
same
as
that
of
Europe
he
talks of far off Greece.
j to play six games in eight days? It
and
North
America-lowlands
or
plain
M. T.
THE COLLEGE VOTE
hardly seems possible that this ever
areas.
The
torrid
heat
brings
about
have happened, yet back in 1892
STRONG FOR HOOVER could
llinois' squad actually played this \ a *«>wth of dense jungles. Even the
VERSES
The result of the first really tho, schedule. This was not a steady diet j g£U jgg£ this region the
ough canvass ever taken of American but.I mention it to show that they did Ama on v J'^1***^ I'll pretend that we are lovers—
colleges and universities on the presi- j P<av longer, more -£•---- this
g ^Z&T^nl
Though we aren't,
section, are hard to cultivate on
dential vote, gathered this year by, in the olden days. Today the number
plantations because of jungle condi- And I shall sing "Beloved"
College Humor, showed that Herbert, of games played during a season is
tions.
Therefore, rubber for the And think of you, BeloVed,
Hoover had the majority of student! limited to eight, with rare except.ons.
world's needs must be obtained from Just as soon as my Biology is larn't.
votes in thirty-eight states and the j "Football is not as hard today betame rubber trees on plantations elseDistrict of Columllia. Alfred E. cause the coaches have more experi where, and this wild rubber must
I'll pretend that you will miss me—
ence than
their
predecessors.
A
man
men
-- 1
,_,..-.,
Kituvi.M~.-.
Smith carried ten southern states. mice
coach, first of all, is a pedagogue. He grow unmolested. Therefore it these
Though you shant,
Virginia cast the greatest number of
is a good coach because he has the \ conditions are carefully explained the And I'll dream that you will kiss me
individual votes for Smith and Penncan not fai1 to see the
contrast Though you wouldn't want to kiss me
sylvania the most Vdtes for Hoover. ability to judge the amount of worki<*ild
and rest his players require, rather !'« a person of South America and one And even if you wanted to—you can't! |
The largest percentage in any

COLLEGE MAN RETURNS
TO SANITY IN DRESS

in Mount St. Mary's College, Emmits-' ins plays and drilling his players in, A third problem can be worked out
burg, Maryland.
The largest per- the fundamentals of the game. He!by correlating literature with geocentage for Hoover in any one college knows better than to let his players j graphy. Teach a child to understand
was eighteen to one at Wheaton Col- batter each other into insensibility; | other peoples through their represents goal is not to develop idiots. He \ tative literature. Take as an example
lege, Wheaton, Illinois.
At the September registration this knows that all of the energy of his "Heidi" which gives better than any
year there were 892,808 students in players must not be used up by mus- textbook an understanding of. the
the 1,104 American colleges, of which cle, that some must be left for the people in Switzerland. Another such
Football today is easier on example is "Hans Brinker" a story of
544,685 were men and 348,123 girls. brain.
Children
The cooperation of the college news- the players; the practice hours are life in the Netherlands.
love.these
books,
and
good
results
papers was secured in running bal- shorter, and shorter hours reduce the
may
be
gained
by
having
them
read
lots.
Voting boxes were placed at possibility of mental a'nd physical
The rest
eriods are more them. Miss Forbes voiced her opinstartegic spots on the campus. Re- &**»».
P
ion on the "open book" and the "closturns were wired at the latest pos-tfrecluented book" methods. The "open book"
Some
player
may
squawk
against
sible moment.
method is by far the best if one wishWill Rogers obtained one-half of the dullness and the hardships of
footba11
ractice because hl3
one per cent of the student vote. I
P
*"»** es to accomplish the goal of successThe following was received^rom the I *as «*en hurt by his failure to do well fully teaching geography, and estabSt, John's Collegkk, Annapollis, j'" the sport, or perhaps he has play- lishing friendly relation among peoMaryland; 'Hoover 148, Smith 120, ed °" a losin? team" T^ere is always ples.
Texas Guiana 2, students dry, and drudgery, if we must use the term, in
preparing yourself to play any game
faculty all wet.'"
One florist advertises: "We guaranNothing in life
lite is
,s gained wn.cn
^ c
which is ■
p]ants tQ
Hoom
Swanson
worth while without hard work and a |
^^ years ,f they dm%
certain amount of sacrifice. Football
thm
back and get your
^ ^ \j\JLjM-it-i\rxj
win always
aiwuya be
ue too
LUU hard
uaiu for
IUI some
auurc boys
UUJFOI
will
„
monev.
DRUNKS WANTED who have been reared in a soft, pam-jm<,ney
pered environment, with plenty of
NIGHT—BEAUTIFUL!
Waring's Pennsylvania sprung money to spend and cars to drive,
from a little drum corps of four to which assure them of feminine cornone of today's leading orchestras, j pany. Golf is more likely to appeal I sat upon a cornerstone,
"They had something that the ordi-! to this class than football. Have you And looked up at the sky.
nary band lacked," says Eleanor Clar-1 taken note of some of the names It was a glorious night, my dear,
age, writing the band's history from j which are bobbing up in the line-ups? The moon was .floating by.
its formation in Tyrone, Pennsylva- The^RaskoWskis, the Nowacks, the
nia, through Penn State College and Truskowskis?
This simply means Seems that just a glance or two,
its many vicissitudes, in the Decent- that these first generation descendents Would fill a gazer's eyes,
ber College Humor.
"They inter- of the newer immigration come from And he could look away again,
polated tricky rhythms into their rugged stock and less enervating At some one passing b_y.

HOLE PROOF HOSE
GOSSARD CORSETS
FASHION PLATE SHOES
\

n

And of youth and June and roses
I shall sing:
While the sun is slowly sinking
I shall sit here thinking—thinkingWaiting for the dinner bell to ring.
P. R.

We Missed You!
GLAD YOU'RE BACK!
1

The

Old

Town

was

sure

mighty lonesome without you!
Seems good to have you back!
Drop in and look at all the
things we've got to make life
at H. T. C. more comfortable.
Sweaters, caps, prom frocks and
"fixings" for your room! Same
old welcome! Same old Savings!
Harrisonburg's Busiest Store

FREE—FREE—FREE
One of our deiicious Toasted
Pimento Cheese Sandwiches
given with*thia ad when properly signed and presented to—

3ANITARY
^■x.
ANDWICH
HOPPE

„e

.

.:.

"Sei~vu-e with

« Smile"

One to each student only. Not
good after December 1st., 1928.
Name:

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Considered the Students'
Downtown Headquarters

The Dean Studio
(Operating nearly half century)

PHOTOGRAPHS
- for every need

DISH WASH PLAY
I play the Cupboard is a house
Where many people dwell,
I have to take them out to work,
To keep them strong and well.
Where's1'tor.'Dishpan, Mrs. Rag;
They like to work together.
And Mr. Soap and Slcouring Brick;
They all like rainy weather.
There's Mr. Wiping Towel so dry,
He wipes each dish with care.
We have a place for everyone,
And always put them there.
—Exchange
Not so, with I, my own sweet one,
I could not seem to draw
My gaze from all the lovejmess.
With wonderment—I saw.
In each fleecy cloud on background
blue
A fantastic shape was born.
I gazed enrapt—the whole night—till
They faded with the dawn!
H. D.

B. NEY 8c SONS

Shenandoah Valley's Greatest Department Store
Opposite Post Office

"quality—always at a saving"

Harrisonburg, Virginia

S. T. C.
JEWELERY
Complete lines of Jewelery
and'kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
—

7—

2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning & Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kind3
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 265W Harrisonburg, Va.

DRESSES
COATS
MILLINERY

